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Abstract

The most significant events of onsite eleotrical power supply
degradation in Italian plants took place in coincidence with severe
atmospheric conditions or with the propagation of disturbances by
lightning stroke inside the plant* Essential Instrumentation was lost in

*two-cases so that, for some time, no indication of the plant status was 
allowed. In both cases the recovery of the plant was achieved by 
restoration of external power supply* Corrective actions included both 
improvement in immunity to disturbances, redundancy, capability and 
phisical separation and D/G's reliability demonstration* Design and 
safety analysis of new plants are now carried out with the help of 
reliability studies and probabilistic risk assessment. As a result, 
design changes were performed on new plants to improve the reliability 
of D/Gs start-up and the indipendence of the electrical emergency
divisions.



In tro d u c tio n

Apart from some events of inoperability of single diesel/generator (D/G) 
during periodic tests, few cases of partial or total loss of the onsite 
power supply brought to devote more general attention to the electric 
power systems for all plants, together with the specific actions carried 
out for each event.
The analysis of operating experience has shown:
- the important role of extreme atmospheric conditions as potential 

common cause failure both for onsite and outside loss of power;
- the necessity of larger capability and reliability both for a.c. and

d.c. power systems;
- the opportunity of phisical separation between the electrical 

divisions.
On this basis backfitting actions were carried out in the electrical 
systems, on the occasion of the long term (ten years) review.
Nowadays a more reliable external grid can be expected as well.
Design and safety analysis of new plakits are now carried out with the 
help of reliability studies and probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). 
These studies brought to individuate the weaker parts of the power 
systems and to assess the relative effectiveness of the corrective 
actions.
Moreover a research program has been set-up on lightning propagation 
phenomena and consequent protection features and techniques. This 
program involves the Italian Safety Authority (ENEA/DISP) and the 
Electrical Energy Department of Rome University.
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A. OPERATING EXPERIENCE

A.l Total black-out of ESSOR reactor
ESSOR Is a nuclear plant of the Economic European Community 
research center at iBpra (Italy), 25 MWt rated power. The onsite
electrical power systems include two redundant d.c. divisions 
(127 V), and three D/Gs. fcn electromagnetic clutch, supplied by 
the d.c. batteries, connects each diesel to its generator. Onsite 
power systems are designed for continuing operation also in case 
of loss of offsite power (LOOSP).
On July 6, 1969 the operating personnel on the plant had been 
alerted for possible problems in consideration of the severe 
atmospheric conditions in the region. At 2,29, with the reactor 
in steady state condition at 88% rated power, a LOOSP occurred. 
The reactor scrammed and the D/Gs started-up, but without taking 
load, as the electromagnetic clutch failed to actuate for all 
D/Gs. The d.c. voltage dropped far below the rated value (about 
70V).
The analysis performed after the event, brought to individuate 
the low d.c. voltage as the root cause of the failed coupling of 
diesels to their generators.
All the attempts to restore the power supply from D/Gs were 
unsuccessfull. Few minutes later (probably 2) the external power 
supply was allowable again, making it possible a progressive 
recovery of the plant by manual restoration of the electric 
loads. The instrumentation and control system became allowable 
only 18 minutes later, making it difficult to know the plant 
condition during the event. In any case the nuclear fuel was not 
damaged.
A specific analysis was performed on the 127 V d.c. system, aimed
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to verify:
- if the batteries were defective or not sufficently charged at 

the moment of the event,
- if the battery charger system had worked properly;
- if an abnormal load request occurred during the event (i.e. for 

a short circuit).
The defective behaviour of both redundant divisions brought to', 
suppose a common cause failure. Verifications performed on the1 
entire d.c. system and battery charger brought to exclude a 
component failure. The good condition of the batteries, the 
battery chargers and fuses was verified.
Furthermore a few LOOSPs were simulated, aimed to verify the 
full operation of the electrical systems. In all cases D/Gs 
started-up and took load correctly and the d.c. system worked 
properly. So that a temporary failure and/or a transient 
condition were supposed. As a lightning stroke occurred at the 
same time of the LOOSP, it was believed that disturbances due to 
the lightning, propagated inside the d.c. system, through the) 
cable connecting the external emergency lamps to the d.c. system. 
Such disturbances caused likely an abnormal transient status of 
the relay 12.4 (Fig. 1), due to the unexpected charging of the 
delay condenser by the lightning surge. This caused the early 
actuation of the relay 12.4. As a consequence the relay 36.1 
failed to actuate and the batteries supplied their loads through 
the diodes, instead of a direct connection. The consequent low 
voltage on d.c. buses prevented definitively the actuation of the 
relay 36.1 and the correct operation of the D/Gs. Such hypothesis 
was confirmed by experimental tests performed specifically after ̂ 
the event.
Corrective actions, aimed to avoid repetition of the event,
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included the replacement of the relay 12.4 by a relay with a 
mechanical delay, insensible to electrical disturbances. The 
electrical supply of the external lamps from the d.c. system was 
also eliminated.

A.2 Total black-out of GAR10LIAN0 power plant
Garigliano NPP is an old BWR plant, General Electric type, 160 
MWe rated power, in operation from 1964 to 1978, now in 
decommissioning. Two offsite supply lines were provided (LI 
Astroni and L2 Latina at 220 KV), besides a preferred supply line 
with an hydroelectric generating station (Suio at 60 KV). Two 
indipendent trains of d.c. batteries and only one a.c. standby 
D/G were provided as onsite power supply. Most reactor 
instrumentation was supplied by a d.c./a.c. inverter.
On February 15, 1970 severe weather condition affected the 
region. At 13.37, with the reactor in operation at 131MWe, the L2 
external line breaked down at Latina switchyard, far-away from 
the plant. Due to a defective command circuit, the same line 
failed to open at Garigliano switchyard.
At 13.50 a lightning stroke affected the plant switchyard, 
causing the temporaty disconnection of LI line and a permanent 
ground fault on L2 line.
That caused the turbine trip, the reactpr scram, the containment 
isolation. As a consequence the auxiliary loads switched to the 
preferred external line. The standby D/G failed to start-up and 
was manually actuated.
After that, many efforts were made to restore the normal supply 
by L2 line without success. At 14.25 the related breaker 
exploded.
An hour later Suio line was lost as well. Then the emergency
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loads were supplied by the standby D/G. Further efforts were made 
to restore the external supply by LI line.
At 15.40 the D/G tripped for overtemperature, due to the fault of 
the cooling fan. Consequently a total black-out occurred for the 
following five minutes. The preferred power supply was restored, 
and lost again at 15.55 for ten minutes and then again for seven 
minutes at 16.40. Finally a stable supply condition was reached 
at 18.05 by restoration of LI line.
During the event the water level in the primary circuit went 
down, due to the following causes:
- the auxiliary feedwater was lost during the repeated total 

blakouts;
- the most concern of the operating staff was to avoid an 

overpressurization of the primary circuit, so that repeated 
actuations of the emergency condenser were made;

- large preexisting leaks in the auxiliary steam generators 
caused further loss of primary water.

The analysis of the temperatures reached in the primary circuit 
during the event, showed that the water level in the RPV had 
reached the top of the core, but without fuel uncovering. 
Immediate corrective actions, performed after the event, included 
improvement of the water level instrumentation and a general 
revision of the D/G and its auxiliary systems.
Improvements to the external lines were completed as well, aimed 
at large reliability and immunity from lightning disurbances. 
Furthermore installation of new redundant D/Gs was planned in the 
contest of the realization of new engineering safeguards (ECCS), 
according to new safety criteria.



A.3 Loss of redundant D/Gs due to freezing
At the beginning of 1985 very infrequent cold weather affected 
North Italy. Temperatures about -25°C were reached in the region 
around Caorso NPP (BWR 860MWe rated power).
On January 9, with the plant at full power, the unusual cold 
suggested improved verification? on the plant. Stand-by D/Gs were 
verified as well, particularly their radiators, placed outside 
the auxiliary building. Some leaks were found in the radiator 
of one D/G, due to tube ruptures.
Verification of the other D/Gs showed that the refrigeration 
circuit of another D/G was freezed, but without tube ruptures. 
Consequently the reactor was brought in cold shutdown, to comply 
with technical specification requirements.
Refrigeration circuits are designed to withstand such
temperatures, but repeated refillings of the circuits with
demineralyzed water by the operating personnel, had lowered the 
concentration of antifreeze below the designed value.
The failed radiator was then repaired and the appropriate 
concentration of antifreeze was restored in all circuits. So the 
plant restarted on January 14, 1985.
The operating personnel was conveniently trained and the refill 
valves were locked, so that only the maintenance personnel will 
access the circuits for future maintenance and verification.
The event was notified to Trino NPP (PWR 160MWe rated power,in 
operation from 1964), where comparable low temperatures had been 
reached at that time.
As a precaution, more antifreeze was added to the radiators, so 
that the circuits could withstand temperatures till to -45°C.
Few days later, on January 16, with the plant at full power, a 
ground fault alarm was received from one D/G. Verification in the
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auxiliary building showed large quantity of water on the D/G room 
floor, coming down from the ceiling, in correspondance of an 
electrical penetration, on the rotor ring of the affected D/G. 
Water had been accumulated on the floor in the upper local, 
coming out from a drain tube of the demineralyzed tank used to 
refill the D/GS radiators few days before. A valve was found 
improperly opened on that line.
The analysis of the event brought to conclude that the affected 
valve had been left partially opened during the last D/Gs 
radiator refilling. At the end of that operation the water inside 
the valve had become frozen, so that the operator believed, but 
improperly,that the valve were fully closed. Few days later, when 
the temperature went up, the water in the valve thawed, and large 
amount of water from the demineralyzed tank went out flooding the 
floor.
The actions taken after the event included modification of the 
line, so that the portion exposed to cold condition were normally 
drained. The conduits through the ceiling were sealed and 
protected with rises on the floor. Adeguate personnel training 
was also performed.

B. BACKFITTING

At the beginning of 1985 the long term review of the two old Italian 
NPPs (Latina and Trino) has been completed, based on the evaluation of 
the plant status and on the accident analysis revision, on the basis of 
updated safety philosophy and criteria. As a conclusion, new operating 
rules were carried out for future operation, some modifications were 
made to the safety related systems, further modifications were planned,
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to be performed in next future. Some improvements refer to the onsite 
power supply systems as well.
As a result more reliable and safe operation is expected, keeping into 
account also the better condition of the external grid after the general 
revision performed by the national utility about in 1970.

B.l Long term review of Latina plant
Latina NPP is an old gas cooled reactor, 160 MWe rated power, in 
operation from 1963. The cooling gas (CO^) in the primary circuit is 
carried on by 6 blowers at variable speed, supplied by two auxiliary 
turbo-generators, driven by the nuclear steam. Two non-nuclear steam 
boilers are also installed, to drive the auxiliary turbo-generators 
in accident condition (i.e. primary circuit depressurization), 3 
standby D/Gs are also installed to supply the essential loads, 
including the auxiliary motors of the blowers.
Improvements carried out on the onsite power supply refer to D/Gs 
auxiliary systems and to the non-nuclear steam boilers as follows:

| - a new redundant air compressor has been installed to improve D/G
start-up reliability;

- new instrumentation has been installed on the compressed air 
lines, to alarm improper line-up of the compressors to the D/Gs;

- valves has been installed on the sea water refrigeration circuit, 
with automatic opening at 500 r.p.m., after D/G start-up;

- the auxiliary systems of the non-nuclear boilers has been supplied 
by D/G, instead of the external grid;

- preheating of the boilers has been actuated as well, to improve 
start-up reliability.

Finally the utility is evaluating the possibility to supply the main 
motors of the blowers by the external grid as well, through an 
appropriate variable speed moto-generator.
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B.2 Trlno plant long ter» review
The long term review of TRINO plant brought to the installation of 
new engeneering safeguards, according to more recent safety 
criteria.
Referred to the onsite electrical power systems the following 
improvements were made:
- installation of two redundant D/Gs, to supply new safeguards;
- revision of the preexisting on-site electric power supply system, 

based on reliability demonstration of the old D/Gs and on 
increased capacity and reliability of vital d.c./a.c. power supply 
by new larger, redundant and qualified batteries;

- revision of the electrical load distribution.
Moreover seismic reevalutaion of some lines and equipments are in 
progress.
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C. DESIGN OF NEW PLANTS

C.l Licensing Criteria
Italian safety authority for NPP (ENEA/DtSP) recently issued 
the general design criteria in view of the development of PWR 
standard plant for the Italian nuclear program.
The most relevant aspects of these criteria are outlined below 
with particular reference to the electric power systems.
A preventive safety and protection approach has been adopted in 
compiling the criteria in order to devote the maximum of 
available resources to the aim of avoiding the occurrence of 
accidents.
Radiation-protection targets for the general public are 
referred to plant conditions that in turn are defined on the
basis of probability thresholds.
Development of the design shall be accompanied by the 
interactive execution of a Probabilistic Safety Study (PSS) in 
order to :
- evaluate the plant safety features performance with regard to 

accidental sequences in which the core eoolability condition 
and fuel enthalpy limits are challenged;

- identify, through systematic verification of plant behaviour 
possible areas where it might be considered opportune Or 
necessary to introduce improvements in systems and 
components.

For each single sequence the annual probability of exceeding
-6the core coolability limits is required to be less than 10
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The annual overall probability of exceeding the above mentioned
-5coolability limits shall not be higher than 10 .

Design alternative referring to known phénoménologies and 
utilizing proved components will be considered, aimed 
to reduce the above probability limits of a factor of ten.
PSS shall developed taking into account the following aspects:
- all plant internal events, including area events as flood, 

fire, missile, are to be considered initiating events for 
accident;

- sensitivity analyses shall be performed, where necessary; so 
as to point out the influence of variation of different 
parameters on probability assessments;

- effects of dependent failures must be taken into
consideration: particular attention shall be paid to the
contribution of common cause failures to system failure
probability. Unavailability of no-diversified systems will

- 5not be considered lower than 10 because of the above
contribution. The probability of failure of the complex of
safety functions, needed to stop an incidental sequence,

- 4shall not be considered lower than 10 if the related 
functions are not performed at least by two indipendent and 
diversified systems.

The following minimum requirements are stated for safety 
systems :
- single failure criterion;
- indipendence of redundant parts ;
- design to withstand internal design basis events and 

external natural ones;



The plant shall he designed to withstand special external 
events caused by human activities with the hypothesis that 
off-site power supply is unavailable for 24 hours in 
consequence of such event.
Structures and components of relevant systems shall be 
classified, in relation to their importance, into safety 
classes.
Structural, mechanical, electrical, quality assurance, seismic 
and environmental qualification requirements are associated 
with each class and for each omogeneous group of components.
The onsite electric power supply system shall satisfy the above 
minimum requirements and shall be designed so as to achieve a 
level of reliability commensurate with the safety targets 
established by PSS.
The off-site electric power supply shall connect the 
transmission network with the plant distribution system 
through two phisically separated circuits designed and located 
in such a manner to reduce the probability of their 
simultaneous failure under operating conditions and design 
basis events.
The connections shall be realized on network points which are 
independent as far as possible. The two trasmission lines shall 
be routed on separated towers. A sufficient stability shall be 
guaranteed also against events like the removal of the largest 
load from the network, the loss of the most relevant power 
supply in the grid and the loss of the most critical 
transmission line.
In case of the following events:
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- the loss of power generated by nuclear power unit;
- the loss of power from the transmission network;
- the loss of power from the onsite electric power supplies, 
provisions shall be taken to make minimum the probability of 
the loss of any remainning power supply.

C.2 Design changes performed on Alto Lazio onsite electric power 
systems as a result of reliability analysis
In the construction permit phase of Alto Lazio NPP, on 
ENEA/DISP request,the utility (ENEL) performed a reliability 
analysis at plant level: ALSRA (Alto Lazio Station Reliability 
Analysis).
Initiating events, derived essentially from R.G. 1.70 and 
Nuclear Safety Operational Analysis (NSOA), were considered in 
the analysis, acceptance criteria for transients and accidents 
were based on licensing criteria, the most significant 
scenarious and related event trees were identified, fault tree 
evaluations for safety systems involved were performed.
An extensive Fault Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) gave the 
bases for fault tree analysis and pointed out dependences 
between systems.
ALSRA pointed out that LOOSP contribution to the Core Damage

-6Frequency (CDF) is 36.9%  (2.16 10 /y).
Moreover the presence of a dedicated (and redundant) system 
(SEHR) to withstand the special external events contributes 
more than a factor of ten to lower the probability of a core 
damage.
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As additional results FMEA produced several design change 
recommendations.The most important ones regarding onsite 
emergency power system (see fig. 3) were the following: 
a) Modification of Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning 

system (HVAC) for Control Building (C.B.) and Control Room 
(C.R.).
The probability of failure per year of one HVAC train, with
simultaneous failure to Start or to align of the redundant

-3train is relatively high (âbbüt 10 /y). The consequent
rapid temperature increase could cause the breakers failure
of the emergency buses with possible loss of the Control
room Ventilation and isolation of the reactor (see fig. 4).
This sequence was determined to be the main one for the risk

-5of core damage (more than 10 /y).
Moreover the division 3, dedicated to High Pressure Core 
Sprây (HPCS), wa§ dependent upon division 1 and 2 during the 
short term after LOOSP because the C.B. HVAC was supplied by 
division 1 and 2.
The design change consisted in the addition of:
- a redundant room cooler in the pre-existing trains;
- a room cooler fed by electrical and cooling water division 

3 for thé cooling of HPCS Components areas;
- free cooling mode Of operation by smoke extractors in 

control room supplied by electrical division 3, as a back 
up of the normal control room ventilation.
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These changes lowered the above sequence probability more
than a factor of ten. The new values for CDF are 

- 6  - 6 ,0.48 10 /y and 0.11 10 /y for C.B. and C.R. HVAC loss
event (which are respectively 8.2% and 1.936 of CDF).

b) Modification of D/G start-up logic (see fig. 5).
D/G start-up logic was changed from 3/3 to 2/3 logic to

-2increase the system reliability (up to 3 10 / demand.)
The 2/3 logic maintains a sufficient protection against the

-4spurious L00SP signal (that is equal 1.7 10 /y).
Others design change recommendations referred to the
electrical load list, logics and set-points, interfaces between 
emergency electrical system and electrical system dedicated for 
special external events.

C.3 Results from probabilistic Bafety study (PSS) related to the 
electric power system of PUN
The "Progetto Unificato Nucleare" (PUN) is PWR Italian standard 
plant design.
A semplified one line diagram for onsite emergency power 
systems is shown in figure 6.
The division C and D are designed to withstand also the special 
external events derived from human activities.
The frequency and the recovery time of L00SP are derived from 
the ENEL experience.
The adopted initial value of L00SP in PSS was 2.2 10 */y.
The following table shows D/G failure contribution to the 
unavailability of 6KV emergency system buses.
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BUS D/G RANDOM 
failure

D/G COMMON CAUSE 
FAILURE (CCF)

1 80% —

2 70% 10%
3 40% 50%
4 -mmm 98%

_5The failure probability of all fbut* D/G is 4.39 10 /demand.
Event trees related to LOOSE fend to total stàtion blackout were 
modeled^
The main results weré the followings
- the contribution to the CdE due to LOOSE is about 7.6%;
- the total station blackout contribution to the CDF is about 

4% .
The results of ESS Showed also some critical areas from the 
point of view of coolability Of the reactor core related to 
components failures.
As a consequence, several sensitivity studies were performed. 
Most significant recommendations related to electrical systems 
concern the availability of the Off-Site power and vital AC-DC 
electrical systems. The loSs of each system contributes about 
7.6% to CDF.
It is possible to adopt a Wore realistic value of L00SP 

* frequency for certain sites as a consequence of an high meshing
of network and the presence of an indipëndent power supply 
source.An improvement of vital AC-DC power system availability 
can be achieved by providing, in the back-up supply line, an 
automatic switch instead of the manual switch (see fig. 6).
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The contribution to the reduction of CDF by doubling the 380 V 
a.c. buses has been evaluated to be negligible.

C.4 Lightning protection and EMI problem
. A joint group has been set-up this year with the partecipation 
of ENEA/DISP and the Electrical Energy Department of Rome 
University about studies and researches in the field of 
features and techniques to assure protection against lightning 
events. Main aspects caraeterizing the problems are the 
following:
- operating experience calls for a higher degree of such 

protection;
- there is not a complete set of reference rules;
- use of solid-state components particularly susceptable to 

EMI, is increasing in NPP.
Lightning events are potential common cause failure sources for 
electrical power system particularly for off-site power 
supply.
Other significant EMI can derive from on-site electric power 
system operation.
The main objectives of this research program are the 
following:
- to characterize the atmospheric discharge, correlating to the 

plant protection features;
- to perform a critical and comparative revision of 

international rules;
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- to define guidelines related to lightning protection and 
ground systems design and test program to check the systems 
efficiency;

- to characterise the electromagnetic interference level in NPP 
areas.

First results are expected for next year.
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